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want to embed pions deep inside nuclei to study their behaviors experimentally
and address the following questions; how do pions keep their free identities in
nuclei?

In the present paper the author would like to begin with reviewing the
Miyazawa effect on nuclear magnetic moments and then to proceed to discuss a
new aspect of pion bound states and a new way to study them experimentally.

2. MIYAZAWA EFFECT ON NUCLEAR MAGNETIC MOMENTS

In 1851 Miyaiawa published a paper on nuclear magnetic moments |1], It
had been known that the observed magnetic moments deviate from the Schmidt
lines |3], and a dedicated effort was made by Miyaiawa to explain this fact in
terms of meson exchange effect.

The famous Schmidt estimate is the expectation value of the magnetic mo-
ment operator

(1)

Tricing the work of Miyazawa on nuclear magnetic moments, we
discuss possible exptrimetal ways to see whether a real pion exists in
nuclei or not. While virtual pions are known to play an important role
in nuclei, as clarified experimentally from anomalous orbital g factors
of nucleons in nuclei, nearly nothing is known for the behavior of real
pions in nuclei. We have shown that deeply bound hybrid states of
*•" are expected to exist in heavy n'JC.'fl, which can be populated by
"pion transfer" reactions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The pion ws* originally predicted by Yukawa as a particle mediating the
nuclear force. Tin pion was actually discovered and is produced abundantly in
large accelerators. The plon-nudeon interaction, and then the pion-miclciM in-
teraction have been ttudisd extensively. The understanding of nuclcon-uuclcon
interactions in terms of pions has been developed. While pious play important
roles also in nuclei, it was widely believed that their role is implicit; iituncly,
the rah of pious is burried in the nuclear force so that nuclnr physics does not
need pions explicitly. Miyuawa, however, put * milestone in Hie development of
nuclear physics, showing that nuclear magnetic moments are Affected by pious
in an explicit way (1|, but this aspect had been discarded for many years until n
strong experimental evidence was obtained in 1870 |2|.

Nowadays, tin pion is believed to be a composite particle, a (il.cl) quark-
antiquark pair. It is also believed to be a Nambu-Goldstone boson. The question
u to what is the pion does not seem to be settled down. To solve this question we

assuming the following two independent assumptions:

(A) single-particle model (J - f + i) for the nuclear states of Interest

and

(Bl) frw-nucleon # factors,

together with

(B2)

..(p)-+5.B80,
f.(n)--3.82«,

f r (p ) - l andf ( (n ) -0 .

Miyaiawa studied how the assumptions (Bl) and (B2) are modified in nuclei
through the exchange of pions in nuclear environment.

Tin physics of nuclear moments is described in all text books of nuclear
physics. For instance, one of the famous books on nuclear moments, written by
Kopfermann [4], says,

"The experimentally observed « values do not lie on, but between the Schmidt
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lines. Thia co»lqt>««cplained by assuming that the intrinsic (spin) magnetic mo-
ments of n u c l e i we smaller inside the nucleus than in the free state. (The 9
factor* of the a^bitil momenta behave normally throughout atomic physics, so
that one "WonW got like to admit anomalies in the nucleus, such as deviations
from tb» VilcK* j , * i for protons and a »0 for neutrons.)"

As repre#elVtect In this description, a possible anomaly for the spin g fac-
tors Wai e i ^ ^ e d , because the free-nucleon magnetic moments themselves are
already inocfl^m lupposedly due to pion cloud (»t that time this i u believed
to be only tat '\ttttt of the anomaly; there wes no concept of quark constituents),
but none for "*, cubital } factors. Miyaiawa's famous paper was often referred
to as a l'ttt»ltyB i» which the effect of pion exchange on the spin 9 factors was
atudied. B»#s\(r, the empirical g, factors deduced by assuming (A) vary from
one nuclei* l» pother, which appeared to be in contradiction with the meson
exchange pieiu*,. K few years later, Arima and Horie [S| proposed a totally differ-
ent txplanitio*^ batsd on configuration mixing in nuclear wavefunctions; in other
words, the »»s>uii»plion (A) was questioned and modified. This theory turned
out to ba vtTh n»tc«ssful. Although, in principle, some meson exchange effect
on the $m (ao'^ti might exist, this is "eaten up" by a more pronounced "nuclear
con pe ta l s* !^" effect. So, people believed that the global feature of nuclear
mafaattu: sVO^tnla is explained by configuration mixing without introducing
memo exeh^aj, elect. However, the most striking case, the n B i ground-state
moment, rsfUNjuod pussling, though the shdl-model wavefunction of this state
was auppttcw \o U best known.

A. nevi et». {merged after 20 yean. Pint, the development of experimental
methods rn"^ it possible to produce high-spin nuclear excited states which an
often metwU^ie n that their magnetic moments can be measured to high pre-
«>•*«> [>]• fitowg tlum the most striking was the magnetic moment of the 11-
Nomeiic lt»" d 2t raec half life in "ePo [2]. Since this state has a relatively
pun coo%ui\ti»n of b,/,i,j/, of two protons coupled to the "stretch angular
roomentutn'1 ( j - j , + y, . 11), its magnetic moment is essentially an orbital
magnetic mutant Specifically,

»(H") • »i + jjj(ft - !«)• (2)

Thus, a neM\|[c<l magnetic moment should yield a s ; value for proton nearly
indepeademt ^JMWrs. The observed value, ((11-) - 1.107 ± 0.019, showed a
significant .JK^Blr in y,.

A mot, '^poling fact was that such an anomaly in »(,
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JJ(P) - 0-1 and sK") - -0 .1 , (3)

had been predicted in Miyazawa's paper of two decades ago. The anomaly in
II is a rather unique effect of pion exchange current, as depicted in Fig.l. This
produces a positive anomaly, ojj"*"1, for proton and a negative anomaly for
neutron. Since the pion is lighter than the nudeon, it contributes to an additional
magnetic moment

if V 8-7 PH

while it undergoes orbital motion. (The same enhancement is responsible for the
anomalous magnetic moments of nuclnns in the pion exchange model.) The a
anomaly is a genuine nuclear phenomena that involves exchange of pions among
nucleons.

g,(0)

Fif.t Qaukdinirsni fat orbital nwtlo* of ptoloa. Apmoslsneluiiitdbyscws
MKltoo tmftUsc a positive pk», »klck fniutm aa aMitloasI hi ractor, «li"', or
•if"". TM« 4te|>sm sbo ikon Ik. cmliibatioti or a poMibk OKODHIWI i»uk
clasUf la a wcltm, nboss tltcltonnpilk anpHnf pio4lKss aa sUscUn aadtai

, ot a cornctioa tfiK

One may suspect this interpretation, because nuclear states may not be de-
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scribed by simple shell-model wavefunctions. It was, however, shown by Nag&miya
and Yamazaki [7] that higher-order impurities in the wavefunctions should con-
tribute to decrease of "proton orbital moments" and to increase of "neutron
orbhat moments", thus opposite to the meson exchange effect.
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cottMtknw i n Indkittd by dolltd urom. Tl» Mlyrnwt prediction >ft« tin W/Z
tOfMction It ihown by broken Unw.

3"he diicovery of anonwloui orbitml g factort w u followed by subsequent
investigation of the problem by Nag»miy» «nd Yamazaki [7], wlio showed that
the f t anomaly it a general phenomena. They analyzed empirical dnta all over
the nuclear man region. The latest compilation of the experimental data (8]
it presented in Fig.2. The experimental data show that the orbital e factors
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of proton deviate to the positive side, while those of neutron to the negative
direction, which are expected from the meson exchange effect. In heavy nuclei
the neutron number N exceeds the proton number Z, and the one-pion exchange
current brings the following corrections,

(S)*»<(») - - § «
where f is & constant (Miyazawa's estimate is 0.2). These modified Miyazawa
values are depicted by broken lines in Fig.2.

Another evidence for the pretence of meson exchange effect was shown by
IUska and Brown [8] in the enhancement of the deuteron photodisintegration
cross section. Furtlwrmore, Fujita and Hirata [10] pointed out that the hitherto
known enhancement factor K in photonuclear reaction it related to the anomalous
f (factor as

r, • « - » « . («)

The observed enhancement factor K was at much as 0.5-1 [11], which in the
light of the Fujita-Hirata relation (S) indicate* the S» might be larger than the
Miyaiawa value. What is the genuine si™"" arising from meson exchange effect?
To answer this we have to consider effects coining from nuclear wavefunctiont.

Nagamlya and Yamuaki derived a general rule that the higher-order cor-
rection for proton it negative, while that for neutron it positive. Furtheremore,
Yamuaki [12] took into account the difference between the proton number and
the neutron number, and gave the following expression,

where ( it the mixing ratio of higher-order impuritiet or the fraction of time in
which the nucleon it combined with other nudeont (13). This infinitive estimate
is consistent with a realistic calculation given by Shimitu el al. [14].

The genuine meson exchange contribution W * * ( P ) is an observed value
lest the above correction, which yields *Jp~"(p) always larger than { ^ ( p ) .
The orbital j factors of both proton and neutron combined with a recent pre-
cise measurement of K by Nolle et al. [18) are tununarited in Fig.3. Yamaiaki
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[12] pointed out that the magnitude of Sg^—^ip) appears a iittle too small as
compared with lgl™"\*) in the light of the relation (5) and argued that the
nuclear magneton itself, HH = eft/2Mc, in the expression of nuclear magnetic
moments may be different from the free nuclear magneton and enhanced by
10%, which can be interpreted as giving an effective "electromagnetic mass" of
proton, M = 0.9 X Mft**. Since the nucleons have composite structure, such an
anomaly is expected, as symbolically indicated by the SgP in Fig.l. Whether
this is ascribed to deconnneinent of quarks or to relativistic effect (10] is an open
problem; anyway, the effect is not very large even in the heavy nuclei.

-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1
—I

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

6g,IWl<n>

proton

<=a observed

8g,hlIh(P)

FiJ.3 Summary of U» *>< unrollM in lbs M Fb nf ion. T)w observed nlun are
decomposed Into <»,""** and Of'1*', "lots tl» istio bet-men proton ind neutron
is tmmed to follow «y.(S) ud (7), and Ihi eij"""1! i n idJuiUil» u to utMy
«ir~"(P) - CM)***", tin latttr balnt mtwired by NolU el <l. |1S]. The
reeulU- dit«r«paney, {(f-"'" - 0.M, is InUipnUd by Yimuiki [12) u >n
takucHnMt of Uw sHiKlivs nueleu msgneton.

3. REAL PIONS IN NUCLEI

The important role of pion exchange current in nuclei has thus been demon-
strated. In the meson exchange vertex a virtual pion is exchanged. Could a real
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pion be bound and produced in nuclei? In this section we address this question.
Before going into this, let us mention a very interesting case of the lightest pion*
nucleus system, namely, xNN. Among the T » 2 *NN multiplet the iTnn and
x+pp systems would not be able to decay by the strong interaction, provided
that they were bound; only the decay channel would be via the weak interaction
and thus the lifetime would be as long as 10 nsec. Thus, it would be fantastic, if
the system were really bound. One could determine its magnetic moment, which
would show the value (5) as far as the pion keeps its identity sad moves in i p
orbital. A dedicated effort to Ssd such bound states from d(x*,x*) reactions is
in progress at Los Alnmos (17).

OfflcolPoHnlltl

10 40 60
Nuelsof Chorgs

Fl|4 The Z dependence ot tin Is Uvek of •* ukuUted oUh the plon-nacieui o|>-
liul pohntisl (tolid cam), Ih. llmtntllcWllit Coulomb potential (disb-dotltd
euve) snd the point Coulomb potential (disked cyive). The widths are indicated
by vetliol ban lor npnsenUUn Z. Here, N « Z a Meumed. Horn Toki and
Y n u i k i (It).
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Now, let us look into pion bound states in heavy nuclei. In general, a
negatively-charged particle forms Coulomb bound states in nuclei, usually orbit-
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ing oustide the nucleus. In heavy nuclei, the Bohr radius is close to the nuclear
radius so that the particle moves inside the nucleus. A negative hadron feels a
strong-interaction potential as well. No matter whether the potential is strong
or we»!t, the negative hadron ccn be bound in an orbital (nt) by the nucleus,
ass'ated by the large Coulomb attraction. The particle resides partially outside
and partially inside, thus the state formed is of "hybrid" character, lying some-
wtiere between "atomic state and "nuclear state". Thus, the strong-interaction
absorption width is somewhat attenuated,

where Pni(r) = 4irr*|*,,i(r)|a is the radial density of *~ in an orbital (nt), aud
W(r) is the imaginary part of the optical potential with a depth Wo. Such hybrid
states are studied in connection with E" hypemuclei [IB].

Motivated by the above arguments Toki and Yamazaki [19] studied deeply
bound pionic states theoretically. Assuming the conventional pion-nudeus po-
tential of Ericson-Ericson type [20] they calculated bound states of inner shells
in heavy nuclei. The result appears surprising. The energy and width of the
Is bound state versus Z are shown in Fig.4. Even for heaviest nuclei the width
is still "narrow" compared with the level spacirff, Indicating that the particle
undergoes orbital motion more than ten times before it dies awayt Why is the
width so narrow?

To understand this, let us show the density distributions of the deeply bound
states in T b . The Is energy level is pushed up by switching on the strong
interaction, because the S-wave potential is repulsive. Namely, there is a soft
repulsive core inside the nucleus, for this reason, the pion is pushed away from
the center of the nucleus, as shown in Fig.5. The Is, 2s and 2p states as shown
in the figure are all "hybrid". The fraction of the pion density inside is reduced
so at to yield a narrow width.

The level structure calculated is shown in Fig.6 for the cases of "Zr and
™Pb. Nobody knows it these bound states be described by the known optical
potential. They have to be examined experimentally. A precise determination
of such a level structure, if possible, would yield entirely new information on the
pion-nucleus interaction as seen from the bound states. Hitherto, the optical
potential has been obtained experimentally only from pion Mattering and very
shallow pionic atom data. It would be much better to determine the potential
directly from deeply bound states. How can we study deeply bound pionic states
experimentally? This is the problem we are going to discuss in the next section.
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a discrete level. This is two or three orders of magnitude larger than the width
of the "last orbital", which is essentially the intervening strong absorption width
in competition with the radiative width around 10 keV.

PION TRANSFER REACTION

— Is

]€•• bound
(nl)

Fig.« Tin ukulitcd tr«r»y fcvt% ot *--MZr md T-- M Pb [It]. The mult!
with tk« we ot MM opllul petentiil ue dwoUd by wlid bui, while duhed bin
• » HIM. with tke UnlU-lii. Cotllomi) poUntUl only. The widthe i n indkitcd by
aatcHedueM.

4. PION TRANSFER REACTION

Deeply bound pionic ttatea are guarded by a «o called "last orbital", where
the pionic atom cascade! terminates because of the overwhelming pion absoip-
tion process compared with the x-ray cascade process. Here, the level width is
in the region of 1-10 keV. The fact that inner bound states cannot be reached
by mesic x ray cascade often miskads people who tend to believe that therr are
no observable states inside the last orbital. Whether a discrete state exist:' or
not is a matter of its width, namely, whether it is smaller or larger than the
level spacing (or, in other words, how many Mines the particle undergoes orbital
motion within its lifetime.). Here, a width as much as 1 MeV can be allowed for

FI|.T DUgism of the (n,p) plon-tumlcr nuMon to popuhtv deeply bound pionlc
•Utet in heavy nuclei, ohete the p-w»ve >- it tiuetttred to a amUu bound stats.
The ialf latie spins of the Ducleons are alio Indicated.

In anology with the etrangeness exchange reactions in the case of hypernuclei,
we can populate pionic states with a "pion transfer" reaction. The best way is
to use (n,pir~) reactions. This is just the Yukawa pion vertex, where the IT" is
a real pion trapped by a target nucleus (Fig.7). Ir. other words, the *~doud in
the incoming neutron is transferred to a real pion bound state in a nucleus.

The cross section was given by Toki and Yamazaki [19] as follows.

da (2*)»

where jpn((j)_ is the Fourier transform of the pionic wave function of the (nf)
orbit, k and k/ the incoming and outgoing nucleon momenta, respectively, / ( - I )
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is the *NN coupling strength, and q = ki — kj is the momentum tt&nsfcr. The
crost section is proportional to the square of the Fourier transform of the pion
wavefunction at the momentum transfer around q = 200 MeV/c which is the case
in the (n,p) reaction above Tn = 400 MeV. This means that the cross section is
larger for a more tightly bound *~.

Zr(n.p).8-O-

0.1 MeV

1 2 3
X* Binding Energy (MiV)

139 I3B 137
Excllotlon Enarjy (MeV)

Fig.8 Expected ipecttum of HZt(n,r.) tuctir"! around the pion production thresh-
old rt • » 0' md £„ - 400 MeV [10]. A bickiround croee lection of 0.6 mb/n/MeV
le seeumed. The epecttum Heutnei *n experimental neoluUon of AB s 0.1 MeV.

The calculated crew section for the la state is 0.12 mb/er for nZr and 0.S
mb/ar for *"Pb. An expected apectrum for *°Zr(n,p) ia shown in Fig.8. Re-
cently, a medium-resolution (n,p) reaction apectroacopy haa been eatablished at
TRIUMF uaing the 200-460 MeV proton beam for the purpose to study Gamow-
Teller nuclear resonance states (22] Though the excitation region around 140
MeV h u not been exploited, the background cross section «em3 to be below 0.5
mb/sr. Therefore, detection of the la state in **Pb appears quite feasible. In
the future, high-nwilution sp^ctroscopy ( A £ - 100 keV) will also be possible
at the forthcoming new cyclotron at the Research Center for Nuclear Physio of
Oaaka University.
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So, V.E expect a "clean" pion-nucleus spectroscopy to come in the near fu-
ture, which will yield rich information on the behavior of real pious in nuclei.
In the future, based on experimental grounds, we hope to answer hitherto un-
solved questions such as: "what is pion?", "does pion keep its free identify in
nuclei?,
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